Abstract-Linear constraint transformation is an essential step to solve the forbidden state problem in Petri nets that contain uncontrollable transitions. This work studies the equivalent transformation from a legal-marking set to its admissible-marking set given such a net. First, the concepts of an escaping-marking set and a transforming marking set are defined. Based on them, two algorithms are given to compute the admissible-marking set and the transforming marking set, which establish the theoretical foundation for the equivalent transformation of linear constraints. Second, the theory about the equivalent transformation of a disjunction of linear constraints imposed to Petri nets with uncontrollable transitions is established. Third, two rules are given to decide the priority of transitions for transformation. Finally, the transformation procedure from a given linear constraint to a logic expression of linear constraints that can describe its entire admissible-marking set is illustrated via two examples.
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I. INTRODUCTION
OWADAYS, it is critical for industry to seek high resource utilization. Yet it may lead to forbidden states if resources become insufficient. The forbidden states are a kind of states that can reduce the production efficiency, make a great economic loss, and even result in a catastrophic consequence in a safety-critical system. Therefore, how to supervise a discrete event system (DES) to reach no forbidden states during its operation is an important problem in DES control theory, which is called a forbidden state problem.
A Petri net [11] , [22] , [29] , due to its graphical representation and powerful algebraic formulation, has been a popular modeling tool for DES to handle the forbidden state problem. Moreover, most forbidden-state specification that requires a DES to run within a specified set of allowed states can be formalized as a logic expression of linear constraints on the state space of a Petri net model [16] , [17] , such as the guarantee of deadlock-freedom and liveness of a DES. Note that the markings of Petri net that violate the given linear constraints are forbidden ones and those satisfy them are legal ones. [8] . A forbidden state problem can also be described as how to ensure the behavior of the plant net to conform to the given linear constraints.
In a Petri net model, transitions correspond to events in a DES. If an event cannot be prevented from occurring, its corresponding transition is called an uncontrollable one. Otherwise, it is called a controllable one. Petri nets can thereby be divided into ones with and without uncontrollable transitions.
For a Petri net without uncontrollable transitions, the key to solving the forbidden state problem is to synthesize a supervisor that can enforce the given linear constraints on the reachable markings of the plant net. The supervisor synthesis techniques were investigated in many early studies [10] , [12] , [14] , [28] .
As for a Petri net with uncontrollable transitions, the problem is rather complex since the uncontrollable transitions cannot be prevented from firing by any external supervisor and thus a forbidden marking may be reached from a legal one with the firing of uncontrollable transitions only. Actually, in order to make such a Petri net satisfy the forbidden-state specification, its behavior should be restricted within the admissible-marking set instead of the legal-marking set [12] . Note that an admissible marking is a marking from which no forbidden ones can be reached by firing uncontrollable transitions only [15] . This implies that the given linear constraints have to be transformed into a logic expression of linear constraints that can describe the admissible-marking set and then a supervisor can be designed to enforce the transformation result on the plant net. Therefore, the study on linear constraint transformation becomes an essential task to solve the forbidden state problem for Petri nets with uncontrollable transitions.
Generally speaking, methods applicable for constraint transformation can be divided into ones with and without the analysis on reachability set. The former ones mainly proceed as follows: First, the admissible-marking set of a given legal-marking set is identified from the reachability graph. Next, suitable and compact constraints are found to express the admissible-marking set. Methods in [2] - [8] , [10] all belong to the former type. It is clear that these methods can hardly be applied to large-sized nets since they suffer from the state explosion problem. Hence, many efforts have been made on the latter ones as summarized next.
Moody and Antsaklis [24] propose the concept of an admissible linear constraint. The markings satisfying it are all admissible ones. They present a method that can transform a given linear constraint that is inadmissible into an admissible one and then a supervisor is designed to enforce the admissible constraint on the plant net. The supervisor is computationally efficient and simple in structure but usually not maximally permissive (optimal). This is because the obtained admissible constraint just describes a subset of the admissible-marking set, or the proposed transformation is not an equivalent one. Note that the equivalent transformation [16] , [20] requires that no admissible marking is removed.
Basile et al. [1] improve the method in [24] by adding two parameters to the matrix containing the uncontrollable columns of the plant incidence matrix. As a result, a larger subnet of the admissible-marking set can be derived and thus the designed supervisor has higher behavioral permissiveness. Besides, Iordache and Antsaklis [13] also improve the method in [24] by using the concepts of firing vector and Parikh vector. Unfortunately, none of their results can describe the entire admissible-marking set, i.e., their transformations are non-equivalent ones.
Some work is done for some subclasses of Petri nets with uncontrollable transitions. Uzam [25] proves the existence of an optimal monitor-based supervisor for a class of Petri nets with uncontrollable transitions and two different optimal supervisors are designed for a Petri net example. For Petri nets whose uncontrollable influence subnets are forward synchronization and forward conflict free (FSFCF) nets [18] , forward synchronization and backward conflict free (FSBCF) nets [19] and forward concurrent free (FCF) nets [20] , Luo et al. present equivalent constraint transformation and techniques for synthesizing the optimal supervisor based on a crux path set. For Petri nets whose uncontrollable influence subnets are FSBCF nets, Wang et al. [26] propose a new method, which has higher computational efficiency than that in [19] , to equivalently transform a given linear constraint into an admissible one and then an optimal monitor-based supervisor can be designed for the admissible constraint.
As for Petri nets with general structures, [17] , [21] , [23] point out it is impossible to equivalently transform some linear constraints into admissible ones. Luo et al. [17] thereby propose the concept of a weakly admissible constraint. Based on it, they claim that they propose an algorithm that can equivalently transform a linear constraint into a disjunction of weakly admissible ones and an optimal supervisor is designed for the weakly admissible ones. However, a counterexample given later in this paper reveals that it is a non-equivalent transformation only. Therefore, how to directly transform a given linear constraint equivalently into a logic expression of linear constraints that can describe the entire admissible marking set of the given linear constraint without the analysis on reachability set remains open. This paper aims to solve this long-standing difficult problem. The new contributions of this paper include: 1) Escaping-marking sets and transforming marking sets are defined and their related properties are given; 2) A theoretical framework is established to compute the admissible-marking set given a legal-marking set and the transforming marking set via an uncontrollable transition given a union of two marking sets; 3) A counterexample is presented to reveal that the constraint transformation in [17] is not an equivalent one and the reason for its non-equivalence is stated; 4) Equivalent transformation of a disjunction of linear constraints via an uncontrollable transition without the analysis on reachability set is presented, which corrects the fault in [17] ; and 5) Two rules are proposed for equivalently transforming a given linear constraint into a logic expression of linear constraints that can describe its entire admissible-marking set.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the related notions of Petri nets. Section III establishes a theoretical framework of the transformation from a legal-marking set to its admissible-marking set. Section IV shows the equivalent transformation of a disjunction of linear constraints and two rules to decide the priority of transitions for transformation. Section V provides two examples to illustrate the equivalent transformation. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
An ordinary Petri net is a 3-tuple N=(P, T, F) where P and T are finite, nonempty, and disjoint sets. P is a set of places, and T is a set of transitions. F(P×T)(T×P) is a set representing all the flow relations. Given a net N=(P, T, F) and a node xPT, A transition without any input place is called a source transition, and one without any output place is called a sink transition. Note that a source transition is unconditionally enabled and its firing generates tokens but consumes no token. Firing a sink transition consumes tokens but does not produce any. A place without any input transition is called a source place, and one without any output transition is called a sink place.
The transition set T is partitioned into two disjoints subsets: Tu is the set of uncontrollable ones, and Tc is the set of controllable ones. A controllable transition can be prevented from firing by a supervisory policy, but uncontrollable transitions cannot.
The set of reachable markings under the supervision of a policy u in N from m0 is denoted by R (N, m0, u) A forbidden-state specification for a DES requires that the system never enters a specified set of forbidden states, or, equivalently, that the system remains in a specified set of allowed states [12] . The sets of forbidden states and allowed states are called the forbidden-marking set and the legal-marking set, denoted by MF and L, respectively. Clearly,
There is no need to supervise such a Petri net if R(N, m0)  L since all the reachable markings satisfy the control specification. Hence, we do not study such a case in this paper. In the remaining discussion, we assume that (N, m 0 ) is a net system containing uncontrollable transitions such that
For a Petri net with uncontrollable transitions, since a forbidden marking may be reached from a legal one by firing uncontrollable transitions, its behavior has to be restricted within a smaller marking set instead of the legal-marking set, which is called the admissible-marking set defined as follows. 
A. Escaping-marking Set and Transforming Marking Set
We use R t (N, m) to denote the set of all reachable markings (including m) of N from m by firing t only. For example, given m=(0, 2, 3)
Fig. 2. A simple Petri net
Definition 4: Let QM be a marking set for N and t be an
Г(Q, t) denotes a subset of Q, where the markings can reach a marking outside of Q by firing uncontrollable transition t only, i.e., the markings can "run away from" Q after firing t. Accordingly, Q t denotes a marking set in which no marking can "run away from" Q, or to be exact, no marking can "run away from" Q t if only t is allowed to fire.
Consider the Petri net in Fig. 2 with t being uncontrollable.
T is reachable from them by firing t and (2, 0, 0)
Here, α, β, …, γ may include a same uncontrollable transition multiple times.
Property 3: Г(Qt, t)= and Qtt=Qt.
The following properties are straightforward from Definitions 1 and 4.
can denote the set of legal markings which can reach forbidden ones by firing t only according to Definition 4. As a result,
L-Г(L, t)
is denoted by L t , in which no marking can reach a forbidden one by firing t only. Moreover, we have
It is trivial from Properties 1 and 5. ■ The relationship among the marking sets in Theorem 1 is shown as Fig. 3 . 
B. Computation of Admissible and Transforming Marking Sets
Given a marking m for N and P' P, we use m|P' to denote the restriction of marking m to P'. For example, m= (1, 2, 3) T is a marking for the net in Fig. 2 , we have m|{p1}=1 and m|{p1, p2}= (1, 
2)
T . Given a marking set QM and P'P, Q|P' = {m|P' | m Q} is called the restriction of the marking set Q to P'. For example, Q={mM | 2m(p1)+m(p2)≤2} is a marking set for the net in Fig.  2 . We have Q|{p1}={0, 1}, Q|{p3}= , and Q|{p1, p2}={(0, 0) For example, Q={mM | 2m(p1)+m(p2)≤2} is a marking set for the net in Fig. 2 . We have PQ={p1, p2} and Q*= |
In the following discussion, we assume that for any legal-marking set L, its all-place-restricted marking set L * is a finite marking set, i.e., it contains finite markings only.
Algorithm 1: Computation of an admissible-marking set Input: An ordinary Petri net (N, m 0 ) and a legal-marking set
L.
Output: A marking set Q.
Algorithm 1 presents the procedure to obtain the admissible-marking set of a legal-marking set, which is performed by iteratively computing the transformation marking set via each uncontrollable transition.
Theorem 5: Given an ordinary Petri net (N, m0) and a legal-marking set L as the inputs, Algorithm 1 can output a marking set Q=A. Proof: In order to prove that Algorithm 1 can output a marking set Q, we have to prove that Steps 2 to 4 of Algorithm 1 are executed finite times. Since L* is a finite marking set and the number of places in a Petri net is limited, a marking set Q'  L can be obtained after executing Steps 2 to 4 finite times, which satisfies that Q'* is a finite marking set and the number of restricted places cannot be increased any more in spite of the execution of Steps 2 to 4. Next, every time Steps 2 to 4 are executed, several markings are removed from the finite marking set Q'*. Clearly, Steps 2 to 4 can be executed for finite times only. Since Algorithm 1 can output Q, we have Q=A due to Theorem 2. ■ For a marking set Q=Q 1 ∪Q 2 , Algorithm 2 is presented to compute Q t under the condition that (Q 1 ) t and (Q 2 ) t are known, which also reveals the relationship between Q t and (Q 1 ) t ∪(Q 2 ) t . Note that Q 1 * and Q 2 * are required to be finite marking sets in Algorithm 2. To make the following section easy to understand, we provide a case of Q=Q1∪Q2 in Fig. 4 , where Q1∩Q2≠. Algorithm 2 presents how to compute the transforming marking set of a union of two marking sets via an uncontrollable transition under the condition that the transforming marking set of each given marking set is known.
Theorem 6: Given a marking set Q=Q 1 ∪Q 2 for (N, m 0 ) and tT u , Algorithm 2's output Q out = Q t .
Proof: The proof includes two parts, namely, Q t  Q out , and
First, we prove that Qt  Qout. According to Property 1, it is obvious that B 1  Q t and B 2  Q t in Steps 1 and 2, i.e., the markings in both B1 and B2 can never "run away from" Q1∪Q2 by firing t. C1 denotes a subset of (Q1-B1)∩B ▁ 2, where once the markings "run away from" Q1 by firing t, they enter B2. Since the markings in B2 can never "run away from" Q1∪Q2 by firing t, C1  Qt. Similarly, C2  Qt. Then, since the markings in C1 are added to B 1 , p is a restricted place both under Q1 and Q2 and the number of tokens in p can increase infinitely with the firing of t. This means both Q1* and Q2* are infinite sets, which contradicts the fact that they are finite. Hence, Q t  Q out .
Therefore, Q t =Q out holds since Q t  Q out and Q t  Q out . ■ Remark: Algorithm 2 and Theorem 6 indicate that for a marking set Q=Q1∪Q2, Qt  (Q1)t∪(Q2)t holds. Moreover, some markings in Г(Q 1 , t)∪Г(Q 2 , t) also belong to Q t since although these markings can "run away from" Q 1 or Q 2 by firing t only, they can never "run away from" Q 1 ∪Q 2 by firing t only. More specifically, if only t can fire, once they "run away from" Q 1 , they enter Q 2 , and once they "run away from" Q 2 , they enter Q 1 . Note that these markings are what Algorithm 2 aims to compute in an iteration way.
To illustrate Algorithm 2, let Q=Q1∪Q2 be a marking set for the net in satisfy that once they "run away from" Q 1 by firing t only, they "enter" (Q2)t, we have C1={m5-m9}. For the similar reason, we have C2=. Hence, B1 can be expanded with the result being B 1 ={m 1 -m 9 } and B 2 is still equal to {m 11 -m 13 }. Next, we have C 1 = and C 2 ={m 14 , m 15 } since m 14 , m 15  (Q 2 -B 2 )∩B ▁ 1 satisfies that once it "runs away from" Q 2 by firing t only, it "enters" B 1 . Hence, B1 is still equal to {m1-m9} and B2={m11-m15} after being expanded. Now, we have C 1 = and C 2 =. Therefore, B 1 and B 2 cannot be expanded and the final result is Q t = B 1 ∪B 2 ={m 1 -m 9 , m 11 -m 15 }.
The reachability analysis of all the markings in Q is shown in Fig. 5 , which intuitively verifies the correctness of the result. A forbidden-state specification is usually formalized as constraints. It is known that constraint forms are various. Hence, this section deals with the problem of how to obtain the admissible-marking set of a legal-marking set by the analysis on reachability set. Actually, it establishes a theoretical framework, which reveals the nature of equivalent constraint transformation and thus can provide ideas for the study on direct transformation approach of constraints in specific form. Under the theoretical framework of this section, Section IV studies the equivalent transformation of a special form of constraints, i.e., a disjunction of linear constraints.
IV. LINEAR CONSTRAINT TRANSFORMATION
In this section, the forbidden-state specification for a DES is formalized as a logic expression of linear constraints for its Petri net model. In other words, we use a logic expression of linear constraints to describe the legal-marking set.
A linear constraint (ω, k) requires the markings m of a Petri net to satisfy ωm≤k where k is an integer and ω is a weight vector from P to . Let W= {(ω1, k1), (ω2, k2), …, (ωn, kn)}, n + denote a set of linear constraints. The disjunction of the constraints in W is denoted as ˅(W), that is, ˅(ω, k)W ωm≤k.
We use Q (ω, k) ={m M | ωm≤k} to denote a marking set whose elements meet a linear constraint (ω, k), and Q ˅(W) =∪ (ω, k)W Q(ω, k) to denote one whose elements meet the disjunction of linear constraints in W. Clearly, for any (ω, k) in this paper, Q*(ω, k) is a finite marking set.
Definition 6 [20] : Given a Petri net (N, m 0 ) with a linear constraint (ω, k), the weight of transitions is defined as a row vector, that is, ϖ=ω [N] .
The following properties are straightforward from Definition 6.
Property 6: Let Q(ω, k) be a marking set for (N, m0) and tTu
Let Q (ω, k) be a marking set for (N, m 0 ) and tT u such that ϖ(t) ≤0.
Note that two logic expressions of linear constraints are called equivalent if the marking sets described by them are equivalent.
A. Existing Constraint Transformation Method [17]
Luo et. al. [17] give an algorithm to equivalently transform a given linear constraint into a disjunction of weakly admissible ones. However, the obtained disjunction of weakly admissible constraints describes a marking set that may be just a subset of the admissible-marking set of the given linear constraint. In other words, the transformation method in [17] is not an equivalent one [27] , contrary to what they claim in [17] . ω3, 3) . Hence, this example shows that the constraint transformation [17] is not an equivalent one.
The reason that the transformation [17] is non-equivalent is that Algorithm 1 [17] is presented based on the equation:
A(Q˅(W))=∪(ω, k)W A(Q(ω, k)).
(1) On the premise that (1) holds, a disjunction of two or more linear constraints can be equivalently transformed by equivalently transforming each constraint independently via the transformation method in [17] . However, (1) may not be correct in some cases. Consider (ω1, 3)˅(ω2, 3) in the above counterexample. We have {0, 0, 0, 1, 2} , 3) ) by the reachability analysis of firing uncontrollable transitions only.
Actually, we can conclude that A(Q ˅(W) ) ∪ (ω, k)W A(Q (ω, k) ) holds. This is because that there may exist some markings in Q˅(W) satisfying that they can "run away from" a marking set Q (ω, k) by firing uncontrollable transitions but can never "run away from" Q˅(W). Clearly, these markings are admissible ones for Q ˅(W) . However, they are unfortunately lost during the transformation procedure in [17] . Therefore, for a disjunction of two or more linear constraints, all the constraints should be considered as a whole for the equivalent transformation instead of transforming them independently.
In what follows, we first present the equivalent transformation of a linear constraint via an uncontrollable transition under the theoretical framework of Section III, and then propose a method for equivalently transforming a disjunction of two or more linear constraints via an uncontrollable transition. In addition, two rules are given to decide the priority of transitions for transformation.
B. Equivalent Transformation of Linear Constraint via Uncontrollable Transition
Definition 7: The uncontrollable transition gain transformation (UTGT) function is ρ: Ω×T u ×P→Ω, where Ω is the set of all linear-constraints. It is defined as , k) , t, p) and we have '
Definition 8: Given an uncontrollable transition t and a linear constraint (ω, k), ϱ((ω, k), t) is defined as
where ρ is defined in Definition 7. The concepts of ρ((ω, k), t, p) and ϱ((ω, k), t) in this work are different from those defined in [17] . Note that only in a case that p is both the input and output place of t, the result of ρ((ω, k), t, p) in this work is different from that in [17] . The concept of ϱ((ω, k), t) now considers the case ϖ(t) ≤0 but not in [17] .
For example, (ω, 1): m(p 1 )≤ 1 is a linear constraint for the net in 
Lemma 1: Given a linear constraint (ω, k) and an uncontrollable transition t with ϖ(t)>0, we have  mQ ( 
Proof: We have the following two cases:
Therefore, the conclusion holds. ■ Theorem 7: (Q(ω, k) )t=Q˅(W), where W=ϱ ((ω, k), t) . Proof: We have two cases: ϖ(t) ≤0 and ϖ(t) >0.
1) ϖ(t) ≤0
Straightforward from Property 7, we have ( 
Next, we prove that (Q(ω, k))t  Q˅(W). By contradiction, suppose that there exists a marking m(Q(ω, k))t satisfying mQ ˅(W) , i.e.,
(2) Let α be a sequence of transitions that consists of only t and can fire from m. |α| is finite since otherwise m (Q(ω, k) 
Proof: Let Q=Q(ω1, k1) ∪ Q(ω2, k2) and t be the inputs of Algorithm 2. First, we have B1= (Q(ω1, k1) )t and B2= (Q(ω2, k2) )t. Next, it is easy to see that C 1  Г (Q (ω1, k1) , t)∩ ( 2, 2) ( ) , k1) ) t ∪ (Q (ω2, k2) ) t . According to Theorem 6, we have , k2) ) t . ■ Corollary 1: Let W={(ω 1 , k 1 ), (ω 2 , k 2 ) , …, (ω n , k n )}, n + be a set of linear constraints for (N, m 0 ) and
Theorem 9: Let Q=Q (ω1, k1) ∪Q (ω2, k2) be a marking set for (N, m 0 ) and tT u . Q t =Q (ω1, k1) ∪Q (ω2, k2) if ϖ 1 (t) ≤0 and ϖ 2 (t) ≤0.
Proof: Let Q=Q(ω1, k1) ∪ Q(ω2, k2) and t be the inputs of Algorithm 2. We have B 1 = (Q (ω1, k1) ) t and B 2 = (Q (ω2, k2) ) t , as stated in Steps 1 and 2. Since ϖ 1 (t)≤0 and ϖ 2 (t) ≤0, B 1 =Q (ω1, k1) and B2=Q(ω2, k2). Clearly, C1= and C2=. As a result, the output Qout=Q(ω1, k1)∪Q(ω2, k2). According to Theorem 6, we have Qt= 
Property 10:
Under the condition that ϖ i (t)>0 and ϖ j (t)<0, the complementary-marking set Ci→j describes the markings in
, which satisfy that once they reach a marking outside of Q (ωi, ki) by firing t, the reachable marking belongs to Q(ωj, kj), or in other words, once they "run away from" Q (ωi, ki) by firing t, they "enter" Q (ωj, kj) .
Property 11: Given two linear constraints (ωi, ki) and (ωj, kj) for a Petri net (N, m0) and tTu with ϖi(t)>0 and ϖj(t)<0, Ci→j can be described by the following logic expression of linear constraints:
where (ωi, ki) satisfying that a) they can reach a marking outside of Q(ωi, ki) after firing t twice and b) the reachable marking belongs to Q (ωj, kj) , and so forth. Hence, it is clear that (3) describes the markings in Г(Q(ωi, ki), t)∩Q ▁ (ωj, kj) , which satisfy that once they reach a marking outside of Q(ωi, ki) by firing t, the reachable marking belongs to Q (ωj, kj) . ■ In what follows, C i→j can also be used to denote (3) for simplification.
As shown in Fig. 8 , there are two linear constraints (ω i , k i ) and (ω j , k j ) satisfying that Q (ωi, ki) ∩ Q (ωj, kj) ≠ and an uncontrollable transition t such that ϖ i (t)>0 and ϖ j (t)<0. Note that m 1 is a marking that satisfies 1  in ( 
. ϖ i (t)>0 and ϖ j (t)<0
Theorem 10: Let Q=Q (ω1, k1) ∪Q (ω2, k2) be a marking set for (N, m0) and tTu. Qt= (Q(ω1, k1) )t∪Q(ω2, k2) ∪C1→2 if ϖ1(t) >0 and ϖ2(t)<0.
Proof: Let Q=Q (ω1, k1) ∪ Q (ω2, k2) and t be the inputs of Algorithm 2. While B 1 =(Q (ω1, k1) ) t and B 2 =Q (ω2, k2) after execution of Steps 1 and 2, we have
k1) ∩ Q (ω2, k2) } and C 2 =. Clearly, C 1 is exactly the complementary-marking set C1→2. While C1≠, Steps 5 to 10 can run again. Then, we have B1= (Q(ω1, k1) )t∪C1→2 and B2 is still equal to Q (ω2, k2) . Here, we use C 1 ' and C 2 ' to denote C 1 and C 2 in the second execution. Since B 2 is not expanded, it can be inferred that C1'=. Clearly, C2'=. Therefore, we have Qout= (Q(ω1, k1) )t∪Q(ω2, k2) ∪C1→2. It is clear that Qt= (Q(ω1, k1) )t∪ Q (ω2, k2) ∪C 1→2 due to Theorem 6. ■ Consider the net in Fig. 9 with t1- ( ) 1
The first conjunction of linear constraints of C 1→2 describes the markings in Г(Q(ω1, 1), t3)∩Q ▁ (ω2, 1) that "run away from" Q(ω1, 1) but "enter" Q(ω2, 1) after firing t3 once, and the second one describes those that "run away from" Q (ω1, 1) after firing t 3 twice and "enter" Q(ω2, 1) .
Here, C 1→2 can be reduced into: 
Corollary 3: Let W={(ω1, k1), (ω2, k2) , …, (ωn, kn)}, n + be a set of linear constraints for (N, m0) and tTu. (Q˅(W))t=∪(ω, Consider the net in Fig. 10 
Corollary 3 presents the equivalent transformation of a disjunction of linear constraints via an uncontrollable transition. It directly obtains a transformed result without the analysis on reachability set. Obviously, it is of polynomial complexity.
Remark: Corollary 3 shows that the transformed result may be a disjunction of the conjunctions of linear constraints due to the presence of the complementary-marking sets. For such a result, how to perform the follow-up equivalent transformation on it via another transition remains open and thus it is a problem we intend to solve in the future.
D. Two Rules for Linear Constraint Transformation
In this subsection, two rules to decide the priority of transitions for transformation are presented, which facilitates the transformation from a given linear constraint into a logic expression of linear constraints that can describe the entire admissible-marking set. Note that the transformation procedure is based on Algorithm 1.
Known from Algorithm 1, it is possible that a given linear constraint can be transformed via different transition sequences. Moreover, the transformation via different transition sequences can lead to different computational complexity and different structural complexity of the transformed result. Hence, the priority of transitions for transformation should be considered.
Theorem 7 shows that if a linear constraint is transformed via a transition whose weight is positive, the number of linear constraints in the transformed result is the same as that of the transition's input places. This means the more input places that a transition for transformation has, the more complex the transformed result is. Besides, a complex transformed result can increase the difficulty of the follow-up transformation via anther transition. Hence, Rule 1 is presented for linear constraint transformation.
Rule 1: A transition with the fewest input places has the priority for transformation.
Reconsider the net in Fig. 6 with the legal-marking set L: m(p 1 )+m(p 2 )+m(p 3 )≤3. There are two transition sequences for transformation and they are σ1=t3t4 and σ2=t4t3, respectively.
According to Rule 1, σ 2 should be chosen. The transformation procedure via σ2 is presented as follows:
For comparison, we also present the transformation procedure via σ 1 as follows:
It is clear that the transformation via σ2 is easier than that via σ 1 and the transformed result via σ 2 is simpler in structure than that via σ1 although they describe the same marking set. Corollary 3 indicates that for a disjunction of multiple linear constraints, its transformation result via a transition may be a disjunction of the conjunctions of linear constraints due to the presence of the complementary-marking set. For such a result, since the existing methods, as far as we know, cannot perform the follow-up equivalent transformation on it via another transition, a logic expression of linear constraints that describes the entire admissible-marking set may fail to be obtained. Hence, we present Rule 2 to avoid the presence of the complementary-marking sets during the transformation procedure if possible.
Rule 2: A transition via which the transformation yields an empty complementary-marking set has the priority. Consider the Petri net in Fig. 11 with Tu={t1-t4}. L: m(p1) ≤1 is the legal-marking set for the net. According to Rule 2, σ=t 1 t 2 t 4 t 3 t 4 t 3 t 4 should be the transition sequence for transformation and the transformation procedure is presented as follows: Remark: Essentially, Rule 1 is also helpful to avoid the presence of the complementary-marking sets. It is clear that Rule 1 can ensure as few linear constraints during transformation as possible, which thereby reduces the possibility to encounter the complementary-marking sets.
Remark of Section IV: This section studies the equivalent transformation of a special form of constraints, i.e., a disjunction of linear constraints. The proposed method is essentially based on the theoretical framework of Section III. According to Algorithm 2, the equivalent transformation of a disjunction of linear constraints via an uncontrollable transition is proposed, which corrects the fault in [17] . However, the transformed result may involve the complementary-marking set, which is usually expressed by a complex logic expression of linear constraint whose transformation method is beyond the study scope of our paper. Hence, two rules are thereby proposed to decide the priority of transitions for transformation, which can reduce the possibility that the complementary-marking sets appear during transformation and thus facilitate the transformation from a given linear constraint into a logic expression of linear constraints that can describe the entire admissible-marking set. Unfortunately, for some cases, it is impossible to avoid the presence of complementary-marking sets during a transformation procedure no matter which transition sequence is chosen. Hence, the study on the follow-up equivalent transformation on a transformed result involving complementary-marking sets via other transitions is necessary, which will be studied in our future work.
Although the proposed method has some limitations, it is applicable for many cases. More importantly, we believe that equivalent constraint transformation can be completely solved under the theoretical framework of Section III as long as the equivalent transformation of constraints in any specific form via an uncontrollable transition is proposed.
V. EXAMPLES
This section presents two examples to illustrate the transformation procedure from a given linear constraint to a logic expression of linear constraints that can describe its entire admissible-marking set.
Example 1: L: m(p 1 )≤3 is the legal-marking set for the Petri net in Fig. 12 whose wider application scope than the existing methods without the analysis on reachability set.
VI. CONCLUSION
The major contribution of this work is the new results that reveal the equivalent transformation from a disjunction of multiple linear constraints into a new logic expression of linear constraints via an uncontrollable transition. Based on it, two rules are given for transforming a given linear constraint into a logic expression of linear constraints that can describe its entire admissible-marking set. However, not all the given linear constraints can be successfully transformed based on these two rules. This is because the complementary-marking set may appear during transformation, which is usually expressed by complex logic expression of linear constraints beyond the study scope of our paper. Hence, our future work intends to study transformation methods for more general logic expressions of linear constraints and propose a method that can perform the follow-up equivalent transformation on a transformed result involving complementary-marking sets via other transitions.
